CloudOn Brings Productivity to Mobile Devices via Native
Microsoft Office App

By working closely with
iQuest, CloudOn was able to
accelerate the development
and the expansion of our
client’s offering in a way that
otherwise wouldn’t have been
possible. This has contributed
significantly to our growth
and flexibility as a company.
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The Business Context
CloudOn is one of the fastest growing mobile services start-ups in the world. It provides cloud-based
Productivity Globally, CloudOn’s service is used in more than 130 countries.
CloudOn enables users to maximise the power of their mobile devices by delivering the applications they
need to be dynamic.
Being a firm believer that productivity needs to move beyond the personal computer and become mobile
and social, CloudOn built a new cloud-based platform that delivers applications to any device. It uses the
cloud to enhance the productivity of multi-device users by linking people, applications and files in a
single workspace.
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Mobility Services Case Study

The Solution
After launching its initial service, CloudOn was
looking for a solution to help it scale the client
portfolio from a single device, the iPad, to a
portfolio of devices including additional tablets,
smartphones, and beyond.
CloudOn and iQuest worked together to design
and develop the multi-device mobile solution that
allows CloudOn users to create, review and edit
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and Excel files on
their iOS and Android devices via the native
Microsoft Office application suite.
Each client was designed and optimised for the
intended device and integrated with the CloudOn
platform so as to ensure the user has the best
possible experience. The development was
implemented using a state-of-the-art environment
and integrated with automated crash reporting
and analytics
The platform was deployed in 8 data centres
across the world to ensure an optimal user
experience.

The Business Impact
The result of our collaboration with CloudOn is
revolutionary. The user-focused solution
provides a comprehensive mobile experience for
the Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint
applications. This includes standard functions, as
well as, enhanced features for creating reviewing,
editing and sharing the files efficiently – in real
time. The platform also enables to open emails
and files directly from the storage user accounts.
With the CloudOn workspace, edits are
automatically and seamlessly saved back to their
original location. This completes the comfortable
list of features, allowing the user to facilitate
professional mobile working. The users are
enabled to create better workspace and organize
more flexible working methods – by using their
device of choice.
Available on both the Apple App Store and
Google play, the application already helps
millions of Android and iOS users across the
world take advantage of the full productivity
power of the cloud.
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In 2013 CloudOn was named a “Top 9 Must
Have” productivity app for iPhone and iPad.

Services and Technologies
• JIRA
• Bitbucket
• TestFlight
• Greenhopper
• Flowdock
• Microsoft Office
• Android
• iOS
• Crashlytics
• Flurry

Key Benefits:
Improved usability
Dynamic application development to
maximise mobile experience and high
transparency in multi-device usability

Improved data availability
Real-time creating, editing, sharing or
simply reviewing documents in your
Office suite.

Improved data representation
Enhanced workspace and flexible
working methods application features

Improved personalisation
Dedicated and optimised solution to
fulfil client needs and requests

Improved compatibility
Increased usability for Android and iOS
availability via native Microsoft Office
application suite

About iQuest
iQuest is an independent, global IT services and solutions provider with more than 17 years of experience in
delivering first-class software solutions to leading companies in Life Sciences, Telecom, Transportation, Financial
Services, and Energy. iQuest provides a full range of software development services, integration services, and
software products, all of which rely on the latest commerce, cloud, big data, and analytics platforms.
Headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany, iQuest benefits from a growing international presence, currently employing
around 700 people, distributed across delivery centers in Romania, as well as local and affiliate offices across
Europe, the US and Asia.
www.iquestgroup.com

About CloudOn
CloudOn is the mobile productivity company that is reimagining docs for today’s modern workspace with it’s
gesture-designed iPad app that helps you create, edit and share docs in powerful new ways.
It’s designed-for-mobile, gesture-first experience makes it fast and easy to express what you want to say or share –
in words, pictures, and more. CloudOn connects seamlessly with Dropbox, Box, Google Drive and Microsoft
OneDrive, works even when you’re offline, and syncs right up with your cloud storage when your connection comes
back. Plus, CloudOn is compatible with Microsoft Word, so you can open, edit, review, and share without worrying
about formatting or compatibility.
In 2015, CloudOn is taking the next step forward in the pursuit of reimagining documents by joining the Dropbox
team.
www.cloudon.com
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